Though small in area, Hirzův Újezd [1] was valuable, mostly because of its strategically important location on the Linec trail. From today's point of view, its value lies in its compactness and in the fact that it was probably founded by a single locator -Hirzo, which is in this size rare in our country.
INTRODUCTION
Hirzův Újezd [2] was, despite its relatively small size, historically valuable, mainly because of its strategical position on the important "Linecká zemská stezka" [3] which led through it (specifically, through Mýto and Dolní Vltavice) from the royal castle in Boletice to Kovářovice and further, up to Haslach in Austria [4] .
From today's point of view, the value of the domain is mainly in the person of its likely locator, Hirzo [5] . In this country, it's comparatively rare for a single person who probably founded several settlements [6] in such a compact group and amount (up to 13 villages are ascribed to him [7] ) to be directly known.
The goal of this paper is to identify the group of "Hirzův Újezd" and its individual settlements, both the villages that were preserved to this day and those that disappeared. With villages thus found, I will search for their ground plans with the best correspondence to the probable structure of
METHODS AND THE SCOPE OF THIS WORK
The method of village identification is based on the study of available historical sources that were sketched by Jiří Kuthan [11] and also mentioned by J. V. Šimák [12] who also claimed that the colonization of the domain was very likely finished during the Hirzo's period of ownership. To determine the survey systems -the original foundation, and therefore also the urbanistic conception of the settlement -I use the method, already accepted among the expert public, resting on the relatively recent research of Z. Pešková and J. Škabrada [13] .
The scope of this work is defined by the activity (as far as can be found) of the locator Hirzo in the group of villages known as Hirzův Újezd [14] . The main sources are two documents mentioning the list of the villages of Mokerský Újezd for the first time: a document of the King Přemysl Otakar II about the donation of Hirzo, the Zvíkov burgrave, to the Zlatá Koruna abbey from 27 th March 1268 [15] , and a document of the king Václav II from 11 th January 1284 confirming said donation [16] .
IDENTIFICATION AND LOCATION OF SETTLEMENTS
During the 13th century, the colonization activity in the Českobudějovicko [17] locality was at its peak, there were changes in the settlement structures, the foundation of the stable village net and vicarage organizations were laid down. A large amount of medieval towns and monasteries were founded [18] . The area of 13th century Českobudějovicko was not easily accessible -not just because of the enclosed vegetation, but mainly because of large amount of unpassable peat bogs of various types and various stages of development [19] . The proof of the increase of colonization activity in the České Budějovice basin during the end of the 12th century and during the 13th century are the surveys of plant macroremains and the reconstruction of the landscape changes during that time. These paleobotanical indicators suggest a vast reduction of the forested areas [20] . It can be proved, that in this period, Hirzo, as the burgrove, participated in the construction of the Zvíkov castle; he was also present at the construction of the royal town of Písek and, most importantly, at the foundation of the town of České Budějovice [21] . These facts incontrovertibly point to the importance of Hirzo's person, not only in the Českobudějovicko locality but also in the kingdom as such. Hirzo was most likely also a part of another location venture -the foundation of the town Netolice which was created by enlarging of the market settlement Staré Město in the vicinity of St. Václav's church in the middle of 1260s. There is also a possibility that Hirzo had his hand in the foundation of the royal town of Vodňany in the newly created demesne Hluboká. The ground plan of this town shows striking concordances with the disposition of České Budějovice. Unfortunately, the creation of this town is not supported by written reports [22] .
The person of Hirzo is also tightly related to the Cistercian abbey in Zlatá Koruna, founded right during the time when Hirzo worked in this locality -in 1263, by the king Přemysl Otakar II. The important position of the monastery in this locality is also confirmed by the king's gift: a relic, Jesus Christ's crown of thorns [23] ; the monastery also owned vast estates in Netolicko and Boleticko [24] , directly adjacent to Hirzův Újezd. After Hirzo's death, it became the property of the monastery thanks to his donation. [25] The locality in question was an important communication and trade line; the important "Linecká zemská stezka" [26] passed through there, beginning in Linz and going through Cáchlov (Freistadt), the country gate in Dolní Dvořiště, Kaplice, Velešín, Doudleby, České Budějovice where it split in two branches. One branch led to Netolice, Vodňany and Písek, the other one to Soběslav, Tábor and Prague. Another trail, "Vitorazská stezka", led from the Austrian monastery Světlá (Zwettl) through Vitorazsko to the country gate in the Novohradské hory mountain range to Trhové Sviny and through Doudleby to České Budějovice where it joined "Linecká stezka". Also, one of Zlatá stezka's branches (of so-called Prachatice system) led in the direction of Netolice and Vodňany, joining Linecká stezka [27] (which had Hirzův Újezd on it) at Lhenice.
The main source for the identification of the villages of Hirzův Újezd are two documents that mention the complete list of Mokerský Újezd villages for the first time: a document of the King Přemysl Otakar II confirming the donation of Hirzo, the Zvíkov burgrave, to the Zlatá Koruna abbey from 27 th March 1268 [28] , and a document of the king Václav II from 11 th January 1284 [29] , once again confirming this donation. This document is also the first historical source that mentions the villages themselves (without being tied to the group as such) [30] . If we additionally take into account that the number of estates in the group is not growing since that first mention [31] and that the name, with exception of those which were probably "officially" germanized [32] , are of Czech origin, it confirms the presumption that this area was colonized mostly by Czech people from the interior in the period when the group was owned by Hirzo, who basically finished the colonization of this area in this manner. This is also confirmed by Krumlov registers from 1445 [33] . Other valuable materials are the archives of Czech monasteries abolished during the reign of Josef II [34] , which clearly once again show the transformation of village names into a germanized form between 1483 and 1513. This is now very similar to the names from the age of making of Indikační skici -a stable land register from 1826-1843 (for Bohemia) [35] . The correct assignment of village names in the present (19   th   -20 th century) is then verified by direct search and compared with the database of villages that no longer exist (for example in: www.zanikleobce.cz).
As can be clearly seen from Table 1 , all the villages have been traced back to the beginning of the 16 th century. At the beginning of the 19 th century, it is still possible to find 12 of them, including the sufficiently expressive ground plans. There is a whole gamut of settlements, from small ones that are basically just groups of several objects (Jankov, Skladné-Skalní, Dětochov) through villages with clear object groupings at one side of the village square line (Mladoňov, Záhliní) to villages with clearly defined village square and many objects by its sides (Hořičky, Radslav, Mýto, Mokrá, Dolní Vltavice, Bližná, Černá v Pošumaví) -which show character-location founding [36] . Namely, the research of Z. Pešková showed that the states shown at Indikační skici may be considered sufficiently evidential, illustrating the likely structures of the villages' foundation [37] . In fact, there are no other options. The archaeological surveys of this locality are practically nonexistent [38] and Indikační skici -Císařské otisky map stabilního katastru [39] are the first materials that more or less correctly describe the object locations, including the relation to the agricultural area.
In the era shortly after the end of the WWII, we are able to use extremely precise materials in toe form of plane photos [40] which, in combination with SMO-5 maps and Indikační skici, allow identification of these villages with a high degree of certainty. 12 villages of the original Hirzův Újezd were successfully identified in this locality and time period: Hořičky, Mladoňov, Radslav, Jankov, Skalní, Dětochov, Mýto, Mokrá, Záhliní, Černá, Bližná and Dolní Vltavice. Unfortunately, only three settlements (Mýto, Mokrá and Černá) were preserved until present in relatively good state and three others (Radslav, Bližná and Dolní Vltavice) were preserved in fragments. This radical development was partially caused by the global decline of border areas after the WWII; all settlements in the area show devastation in the years shortly after the war, but the greatest direct impact happened at the settlements Záhliní and Bližná. However, the greatest damage was undoubtedly done by the foundation of military domain Boletice which led to the disappearance of settlements Hořičky, Mladoňov and Dětochov [41] and the construction of the Lipno reservoir which caused the demise or strong modification of the settlements Dolní Vltavice and Radslav [42] . I study this problem from the point of view of an architect-urbanist and given the goals of this survey, I haven't done further historical research on this problem.
As this article does not have much space, I only present the map materials I found for all the villages only for Indikační skici (Figure 1-4) and only for one village -Mokrá -I show the complete summary of the map materials from all key periods ( Figure 5-7 ). This village, although it does not have a typical locational ground plan, was chosen for illustration because it had the least intravilan changes while being preserved to the present (the complete summary of data found is shown in an easy-to-understand way in Table 1 ). When comparing all the villages, it can be clearly seen that several of them show signs of clear locational founding. The next planned step is to analyse directly the foundation modules and compare them with the surrounding villages [43] . The research done clearly shows that despite great changes the locality in question underwent, especially after the WWII, there is still a possibility to save and conceptually develop all the settlements of Hirzův Újezd, not just the ones that were relatively well-preserved. 
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CONCLUSION
The research proved that it is possible to identify the individual villages of Hirzův Újezd and to map their development up until today. Out of the 13 villages listed in the document of the King Přemysl Otakar II from 27th March 1268 that confirms the donation of Hirzo the Zvíkov burgrave to the Zlatá Koruna abbey [44] , the first mention of Hirzův Újezd, 12 villages were managed to be identified in the beginning of the 19th century and their ground plans (sufficiently describing their foundation conception) were successfully obtained from Indikační skici. Unfortunately, only three settlements (Mýto, Mokrá and the center of Černá) were preserved more or less intact and further three (Radslav, Bližná and Dolní Vltavice) can be found as fragments. This radical development was partially caused by the general decline of the border areas after the WWII, and especially by the foundation of the military domain Boletice which led to the disappearance of three settlements [45] and by the construction of the Lipno reservoir which caused the disappearance or substantial modification of further three settlements [46] . Table 1 describes the identification of these villages since their probable founding in 13th century until today. The likely original foundation of at least three of the settlements is still readable and it still seems to be possible to protect their partially preserved style (Figure 8 . and 9.). Writing down the knowledge about their probable original method of founding and the scope of their preservation into "Územně analytické podklady -territorial analysis for Master Plan" could potentially allow the experts to reflect these values in "Spacial plan" and therefore achieve their preservation ot at least pondering about the possibility to develop a settlement thus inspired.
